By BIG DADDY CARTEL SI 94 (2009). 3 wins, $121,800, fnl All American Fut. [G1]. Sire of 178 ROM, 9 stakes winners, $5,996,149, incl. BIGG DADDY SI 98 ($753,768, Zia F. [RG1], 2nd All Am. F. [G1]), MAMACITA CARTEL SI 96 ($294,297 [RG1]), DADDYS BLUSHING SI 104 ($292,122, Mtn. Top Fut. [RG3]), HONKY TONK DADDY SI 95 (3 wins at 2, 2019, $205,703 [RG2]), LEGEND OF THE VINE SI 92 ($177,628), GO DADDY GONE SI 94 ($176,469)

1st dam
STRAWBERRY STYLE SI 81, by First Down Dash. Placed to 3. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, all unstarted.

2nd dam
THANKS JENS SI 82, by Strawfly Special. Unplaced. Dam of 12 foals to race, 10 ROM, including--

TEMPETING VALOR SI 102 (g. by Tempting Dash). 4 wins to 4, $142,870, Skip Zimmerman Memorial S., 2nd Boyd Morris Memorial H. [R], 3rd Prairie Meadows Champion [G2], John Deere S., Mighty Deck Three S. [R], finalist Rainbow Futurity [G1], AQHA Challenge Champ. S. [G1].

VALJEAN SI 101 (f. by Valiant Hero). 3 wins to 3, $55,114, Miss Olene H.-NTR, 2nd Will Rogers Derby Challenge, finalist in the Speedhorse Derby [G3].

Hitta Big Lick SI 97 (g. by Tempting Dash). 3 wins to 6, 2019, $73,830, 3rd Downs at Albuquerque Fall Champ.

Arch Enemy SI 87 (c. by Check Him Out). Winner to 3, 3rd Futurity Mexico.

3rd dam
FLORENTINE SI 108, by Dash For Cash. Champion Aged Horse, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare, Broodmare of the Year in 1995; 16 wins in 30 starts, $1,123,102, Rainbow Derby [G1], Golden State Derby [G1], La Primera Del Ano Derby [G1], etc. Sister to CALYX SI 117 (Champion), STAMEN SI 114 ($105,997), STYLYSI SI 109, SHILLINGS SI 84, Alethia SI 90 (dam of LADY TENAYA SI 105, $280,375 [G1]); half sister to IVE BEEN BLESSED SI 102 (Champion), ROYAL MIRACLE DIP SI 97 ($112,117). Dam of 17 foals to race, all ROM, including--


AVISON SI 104 (Ronas Ryon). 11 wins to 5, $293,667, Vessels Maturity [G1] twice, Go Man Go H. [G1], Kaweah Bar H. [G3], Chicago V H. [G3], etc.

ACHIEVEMENT SI 98 (Chicks Beduino). 4 wins to 3, $41,527, Los Alamitos Million Juvenile [R], finalist Golden State Futurity [G1]. Sire.

This Snow Is Mine SI 92 (Chicks Beduino). 3 wins to 5, $32,930, 3rd Carmel S., finalist in the Governor’s Cup Derby [R].

Deign SI 96. 8 wins to 6, $20,088, 2nd Bragging Rights 870 Championship. Delphia SI 90. Placed to 4, $30,258. Dam of GIVINITAROYALEFFORT SI 102 ($430,928 [G1]), Special Royal Corona SI 99 ($156,111 [G1]), Royal Delphias Chick SI 101 ($59,133 [G1]); granddam of KING BRIMMERTON SI 103 ($348,698 [R] [G3]), COUNT DE MONET SI 94 ($200,894).